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It is imperative for companies to implement agile and adaptable strategies FAST, to maintain a competitive 
edge in today’s rapidly evolving business landscape. This is why, Sway AI streamlines the process of creating 
and implementing AI solutions for businesses.

How? Sway's generative AI development platform empowers enterprises' existing data teams to create 
tailored machine learning applications without the need for specialized data science training. Our platform is 
like having a dedicated team of data scientists at your disposal. With its open architecture, best-in-class 
models, and a user-friendly interface, even those without a technical background can become AI develop-
ment experts.

Our cutting-edge AI development platform, enables a diverse array of users, from analysts to business 
professionals, to harness the full potential of advanced artificial intelligence. Our platform boasts exceptional 
features, including a user-friendly interface, a plethora of pre-built applications, enterprise collaboration, 
model import and export capabilities and an open and extensible architecture. 

Utilizing our platform, businesses of all sizes have successfully created and implemented a range of machine 
learning and generative AI applications across various departments within their organization. From conduct-
ing aspect-based sentiment analysis for restaurant chains, evaluating product safety for retailers, and fore-
casting demand and sales, Sway is being implemented across a wide-range of industries. Our Sway AI solu-
tion enables enterprises to fully utilize AI in a cost effective way. This opens up new opportunities for prog-
ress in the field of AI by removing the barriers to entry that have previously hindered it.

Your Data Team is Capable, They Just Need the Right AI Platform

ACCELERATE ENTERPRISE AI
BY EMPOWERING YOUR EXISTING TEAM TO DO MORE
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Scalability: Sway AI’s robust platform is designed to grow with your organization, ensuring the platform remains effec-
tive and efficient as your data needs evolve. It can utilize and operate on multiple data types, including multi-modal, tabu-
lar, image, text, and audio.
Rapid prototyping and deployment: Sway AI's platform allows for rapid prototyping and deployment, reducing 
time-to-market for AI applications.
Future-proof platform: Minimize AI investment risk and adoption with best-in-class open-source capabilities and a 
simplified selection process in a complex marketplace of AI tools, technologies, and models.

Leverage the full potential of your existing data teams by enabling them to 
develop machine learning applications

SWAY FOR DATA LEADERS

Industry-specific solutions: Sway AI offers industry-specific solutions, such as AI-powered demand forecasting for 
supply chains. 
Model explainability: Sway’s generative AI development platform incorporates model explainability tools, allowing 
for transparency at each step of the development process.
Visual dashboards: Sway AI’s dashboard creation offers a range of customization options, including the ability to 
select from a variety of chart, graph and table widgets.

Pre-built applications empower business teams to implement their own AI-driven solutions
SWAY FOR BUSINESS TEAMS

Generative AI development: Teams can generate AI workflows and models without writing a single line of code, 
reducing the need for scarce technical resources.
Built-in expertise: Sway AI’s platform helps data teams build AI solutions quickly and easily by generating AI/ML 
workflows from simple and intuitive descriptions. 
Enhanced collaboration: Our platform fosters collaboration between technical experts and business users to 
share AI applications, predictions, and machine-learning insights.

SWAY FOR DATA TEAMS
Eliminate the barriers of becoming as powerful as a team of data scientists


